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I: Introduction
One Newport Public Services Board published its Well-being Plan in May 2018.
In December 2019, the PSB agreed an action plan to address areas of development having undertaken
a partnership evaluation exercise. Within the action plan, the board agreed to:


Review the Well-being Plan on an annual basis and make proposals of any changes to the PSB
to ensure we can adapt to changing circumstances.

In June 2020, Welsh Government wrote to PSBs regarding their role in the recovery from Covid-19 and
suggested that they reflect on whether the objectives in local well-being plans still have the right focus.
In addition, the Future Generations Commissioner published The Future Generations Report 2020 with
recommendations on actions public bodies could take to contribute towards the Well-being Goals.
In January 2021, the Newport Offer leads (Cllr Jane Mudd and Steve Ward) established a new Newport
Offer Board with representation from the four other interventions in the Well- being Plan, Newport
Youth Council, the Third Sector Partnership and Newport NOW Business Improvement District (BID).
The Newport Offer Board reviewed the work of the intervention between March and May 2021. Key
areas of consideration for the Board were a clear focus sustainability for the future, hearing the opinions
of young people, engendering city pride and positive city promotion.

Review Timetable
The Board reviewed the Newport Offer intervention at meetings held on 2nd March and 13th May 2021.

Participants
The review was undertaken by:


















Councillor Jane Mudd – Newport City Council, PSB Chair; Newport Offer Lead
Steve Ward – Newport Live; Newport Offer Lead
Guy Lacey – Coleg Gwent, Right Skills Lead
Steve Morgan – Natural Resources Wales; Green and Safe Spaces Lead
Ceri Doyle – Newport City Homes; Sustainable Travel Lead
Craig Lane – Newport Citizens Advice; Sustainable Travel Lead
Beverly Owen – Newport City Council; PSB Member
Maisy Evan – Newport Youth Council
Poppy Stowell-Evans – Newport Youth Council
Paul Macy – POBL; Newport Third Sector Partnership
Kevin Ward – Newport NOW Business Improvement District
Helen Fletcher – Natural Resources Wales
Kelly Lewis – POBL; Third Sector Partnership
Huw Williams – Newport City Council
Nicola Dance – Newport City Council
Wayne Tucker – Newport City Council
CS Tom Harding – Gwent Police; Strong Resilient Communities Lead (received papers but was
unable to attend meetings.)
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II: One Newport PSB Well-being Plan
Local Well-being Plan
Newport’s Local Well-being Plan has four Well-being Objectives as follows (revised in December 2020):


Everyone feels good about living, working, visiting and investing in our unique city.



Everyone has the skills and opportunities they need to develop, prosper and contribute to a
thriving, sustainable city.



Everyone belongs to resilient, friendly, connected communities and feels confident and
empowered to improve their well-being.



Newport has healthy, safe and resilient environments with an integrated sustainable travel
network.

Also contained in the plan is a set of 13 priorities. These are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Improve the perceptions of Newport as a place to live, work, visit and invest;
Drive up skill levels for economic and social well-being;
Support regeneration and economic growth;
Provide children and young people with the best possible start in life;
Long and healthy lives for all;
Ensuring people feel safe in their communities;
People have access to stable homes in a sustainable supportive community;
People feel part of their community and have a sense of belonging;
Participation in sports and physical activity is important for people’s well-being;
Participation in arts, heritage and history is important for people’s well-being;
Newport has a clean and safe environment for people to use and enjoy;
Improve Air Quality across the city;
Communities are resilient to climate change;

From the 13 priorities, five cross cutting interventions were developed by the PSB to maximise the
contribution to the priorities and the well-being goals. These are:






The Newport “Offer”
Strong Resilient Communities
Right Skills
Green & Safe Spaces
Sustainable Travel

Newport Offer Intervention
The Newport Offer intervention has a vision and a series of short, medium and long term steps to
deliver. The Steps were derived from engagement workshops with stakeholders and a consultation
process. The description of the Newport Offer intervention and the Steps are as follows:
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The Newport “Offer”

The Newport “Offer” should attract and retain people and businesses to the City, recognising that
desirability to work and live in the City is the result of the “complete package” including employment,
housing solutions, infrastructure, environment, cultural opportunities and public services.

Which Well-being Goals does
this contribute to?

Which Well-being Objectives
does this contribute to?

Everyone feels
good about
living, working,
visiting and
investing in our
unique city

Which Priorities does this contribute to?
1) Improve the perceptions of Newport as a place to live, work, visit
and invest in: One of Newport’s problems over recent years has been
negative perceptions. In 2016 only 44% of respondents to the Your
Newport were proud to say they come from Newport. Understanding and
feeling proud of the city is key to changing this.
3) Support regeneration and economic growth: Newport’s ongoing
regeneration and developments is a positive story for the city and plays a
large part in the Newport “offer” to contribute to greater prosperity.
6) Ensuring people feel safe in their communities: Public perceptions
of an area from both within and outside of that area are heavily influenced
by crime rates and perceptions of crime and disorder.
7) People have access to stable homes in a sustainable supportive
community: The “housing offer” must match the economic aspirations
through the provision of the right homes of the right tenure in the right
place to attract people to help Newport prosper.
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Everyone has the
skills and
opportunities they
need to develop,
prosper and contribute
to a thriving,
sustainable city

Everyone belongs to
resilient, friendly,
connected communities
and feels confident and
empowered to improve
their well-being

Newport has
healthy, safe and
resilient
environments with
an integrated
sustainable travel
network

8) People feel part of their community and have a sense of belonging: Investing in
the city offer and fostering city pride can contribute to people having a sense of
belonging and feeling part of the community.
9) Participation in sports and physical activity is important for people’s well-being:
The city has a growing reputation and great strength in terms of sporting facilities, which
are important assets as part of the Newport offer. Promotion of the sporting offer will
encourage participation.
10) Participation in arts, heritage and history is important for people’s well-being:
The city has multi-cultural heritage and a lively music and arts scene which are important
assets as part of the Newport offer. Collaboration will give increased capacity to promote
the cultural offer and the Welsh Language.
11) Newport has clean and safe environments for people to use and enjoy: The
environment also has a part to play. Access to parks, green spaces and the surrounding
countryside is the most popular aspects of life in Newport. The green infrastructure offers
an important asset for quality of life in Newport and the city’s offer for inward investment
and tourism.

What steps will we take?
Short term (0-5 years)

Medium Term (5-10 years)

Long Term (10-25 years)

Lead on developing the vision and offer for the city,
in partnership with the Newport’s diverse
community and business
Working in partnership, promote the city’s
considerable benefits as a place to live, work, visit
and invest, increasing city pride / sense of
belonging and supporting economic growth
(greater focus by PSB members on positive city
promotion through social media)
Work with high profile, successful Newport people,
organisations and anchor businesses to act as
positive ambassadors/champions for the city, and
inspire self-belief and confidence in young people
and the wider community
Attract and use major events to promote Newport
and its diverse culture, promote participation and
contribute to the local economy.
Work in partnership and adopt preventative
approaches to ensure effective city centre
management
Support the development and consumption of local
clean energy (local carbon economy) within PSB
organisations and the city.

Ongoing development of the Newport offer in
line with the vision for the city

Continue to develop the Newport offer to meet
future needs

Continue to raise the profile of Newport as a
place people want to live, work, visit and
invest.

Sustained city promotion in partnership with key
city stakeholders so that people have
understanding, pride and appreciation of what
Newport offers

Encourage Newport residents to be
ambassadors for the city

Continue to attract prestigious events to the city

How will we
measure success?
City level and local
outcome indicators the
PSB will seek to impact on

Continue to attract prestigious events to the
city
Ongoing partnership focus and preventative
approach to city centre management
Continue to support the development and
consumption of local clean energy (local
carbon economy) within PSB organisations
and the city.

National Indicators
26. % of people satisfied with local area as a place to live.
35. % of people attending or participating in arts, culture or
heritage activities at least three times a year.
38. % of people participating in sporting activities three or
more times a week.
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Continue to support a low carbon economy

Other Indicators
 Happy Citiy Index and Happiness Pulse
 Tourism Statistics
 RSA heritage index
 % employment rate

III: Review of Newport Offer Intervention
a)

Setting the Scene

At a meeting on 2nd March, the Board received contextual information for the Newport Offer review
as follows:
1. The PSB’s revised Well-being Objectives (a1 below)
2. Recommendations in the Future Generations Commissioner’s Annual Report relating to
Newport Offer work (a2 below)
3. A presentation on Newport Offer progress to date (a3 below)
4. Perceptions information (annex 1):
 The outcomes of the latest Newport Citizens Panel giving feedback on perceptions of
Newport
 Wordles summarising descriptions of Newport expressed by Newport BID, Newport
Destination Management Group and a Newport Business summit.
5. Extracts from the Community Impact Assessment engagement sessions on the impacts of
Covid-19 on people with protected characteristics and Welsh speakers . (Annex 2)
a1) Revised PSB Well-being Objectives
•

Everyone feels good about living, working, visiting and investing in our unique city.

•

Everyone has the skills and opportunities they need to develop, prosper and contribute to a
thriving, sustainable city.

•

Everyone belongs to resilient, friendly, connected communities and feels confident and
empowered to improve their well-being.

•

Newport has healthy, safe and resilient environments with an integrated sustainable travel
network.

a2) Future Generations Commissioner’s Annual Report Recommendations (Newport Offer related)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Accelerate actions on reducing carbon emissions
Take every step to integrate work between agencies impacting placemaking and our built
environment
Support the foundational economy through generating wealth and providing employment
Move to a system where products can be used again to create further value (circular
economy)
Take steps to become 'Fair Work Wales' employers
Build business development in towns and cities around cultural offer.
Make the most of local assets such as libraries, play facilities, museums, galleries, sports
facilities, music venues, arts organisations, natural resources and historical spaces to
support community well-being
Use culture and the Welsh language as a driver for economic and environmental change
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A3) Newport Offer Progress
Newport Offer Steps
Lead on developing the vision and offer
for the city, in partnership with the
Newport’s diverse community and
business
Work in partnership and adopt
preventative approaches to ensure
effective city centre management

Support the development and
consumption of local clean energy (local
carbon economy) within PSB organisations
and the city.

Working in partnership, promote the city’s
considerable benefits as a place to live,
work, visit and invest, increasing city pride
/ sense of belonging and supporting
economic growth

Attract and use major events to promote
Newport and its diverse culture, promote
participation and contribute to the local
economy.

Work with high profile, successful
Newport people, organisations and anchor
businesses to act as positive
ambassadors/champions for the city, and
inspire self-belief and confidence in young
people and the wider community

Progress
 Feedback from residents and businesses on Newport’s
strengths and offer.
 Signatory to Placemaking Wales Charter
 Regeneration projects contributing to the city offer (see
Step below)
 Chartist Tower 4* hotel
 New over 55’s accommodation at 123-129 Commercial
Street (POBL)
 Affordable homes in Albany Chambers and on Charles
Street (Newport City Homes)
 Newport Market redevelopment
 Market Arcade refurbishment underway
 Grade A office space development in Mill Street
 Transporter Bridge investment
 Potential Well-being Centre and Coleg Gwent campus in
the city centre
 Vision Strategies for Northern Gateway and Riverside areas
 Purple Flag status for city centre night-time economy
 Safer City Centre work
 Newport BID initiatives
 Funding secured for Local Area Energy Plan
 Renewable energy installations including on the Regional
Pool and Tennis Centre and the National Velodrome of
Wales
 Electric vehicle charging points supplied with 100% clean
energy
Links to Newport Destination Management Group and Newport
Economic Network
 Development of Newport Destination website (aimed at
the tourism and business sectors)
 Newport promotional brochure
 Promotion of Newport for leisure visits (pre-Covid-19)
 Promotion of Newport as a meetings and conference
location (pre-Covid-19)
 Development of a Destination Management Plan
 ABP Newport Wales Marathon
 Transplant Games
 Food Festival
 Ongoing discussions with Welsh Government major events
unit to identify new opportunities
 Potential Wales National Armed Forces Day
Links to Newport Destination Management Group and Newport
Economic Network
City ambassadors are included in the Destination Management
Plan but with a focus on external city promotion.
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b)

Review of Newport Offer Vision
Original Vision
The Newport “Offer” should attract and retain people and businesses to the City,
recognising that desirability to work and live in the City is the result of the “complete
package” including employment, housing solutions, infrastructure, environment, cultural
opportunities and public services.

At the meeting on 2nd March, partners considered the Newport Offer vision. Comments made on
Newport Offer work and the vision were as follows:
 Is ‘Newport Offer’ the right name for the Intervention? Is it understandable and do Newport
people feel a part of it?
 Agreed that it should be clearer in the vision and steps that the work is focused on local people,
while also attracting people / businesses to the city.
 A feeling that we do not promote the positive developments in the city strongly enough, which
means they can go unrecognised and, as a result, may be less effective in raising city pride.
 Agreed that there needs to be a greater focus on positive promotion and communicating
‘what’s strong’ about Newport.
 There is an opportunity to reset post-Covid-19 as the city is well-positioned due to ongoing
developments.
 Need to make messages relevant to all age groups, including young people as society opens postCovid, using appropriate platforms
 Newport has something for everybody and is very diverse. Important to be authentic in terms of
messaging.
 The Newport Offer vision has potential to be the vision for the Well-being Plan as a whole as
other interventions contribute to it.
 There are a number of groups that have remits that potentially overlap with the Newport Offer.
Agreed that this should be reviewed to avoid duplication and ensure groups have a clear focus.
 Develop a range of alternative options for consideration.

At its meeting on 13th May, the Board Partners reviewed suggested options for the Newport Offer
vision as follows:
1.

A thriving, friendly city where people want to live, work, learn and visit

2.

A thriving, friendly city where people are proud to work, learn, visit and call Newport home

3.

A proud, friendly city where people and places thrive now and in the future

4.

People are thriving, and proud of their diverse and sustainable city
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Members commented on the options as follows:


It is important the vision resonates with everyone including visitors and residents.



Members noted that the Newport Youth Council representatives favoured options 2 and 3
above,



The words ‘future’ and ‘proud’ were felt to be key elements of the vision.

Partners agreed to amend the vision to:

Revised Vision
A proud and friendly city where people and places thrive now and in the
future

c)

Review of Newport Offer Steps and Actions

At its meeting on 13th May, the Board considered proposed changes to the Steps and possible actions.
These reflected the contextual information and comments made at the meeting on 2nd March.
For each Step the Board considered:




Are the suggested revisions to the appropriate?
Are the suggested actions appropriate?
Is there anything missing?

The proposed changes to the Steps and possible actions were as follows:
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Newport Offer - What steps will we take? Short term (0-5 years)
Original Step

Suggested Changes to Steps

1) Lead on developing the vision and offer for 1) Develop a sustainable city where people
the city, in partnership with the Newport’s want to live, work and learn
diverse community and business

Actions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

2) Working in partnership, promote the city’s Combine as follows:
considerable benefits as a place to live, work,
visit and invest, increasing city pride / sense of
belonging and supporting economic growth 2) Promote the city as a place to live, work,
(greater focus by PSB members on positive city learn, visit and cherish
promotion through social media)
3) Work with high profile, successful Newport
people, organisations and anchor businesses to
act as positive ambassadors/champions for the
city, and inspire self-belief and confidence in
young people and the wider community
4) Attract and use major events to promote
Newport and its diverse culture, promote
participation and contribute to the local
economy.
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8.
9.

Develop high quality places in line with the Placemaking Wales
Charter
Involve people in long term planning for the city
Refresh and deliver the City Centre Masterplan
Create a new leisure facility and college campus in the city
centre
Enhance and increase connected green infrastructure across
Newport, specifically in the city centre.
Partners engage in creation of the Local Development Plan,
ensuring integration of objectives and plans
Partners co-design community regeneration schemes with local
people and each other to ensure involvement and integration.
(This step is supported by all interventions)
Communicate and engage with Newport people to engender
city pride, belonging and cohesion
Work with high profile, successful Newport people to promote
self-belief, confidence and participation among citizens

10. Market the city for tourism, business growth and investment
11. Use public events to showcase Newport’s culture and diversity,
promote participation and support the economy

5) Work in partnership and adopt preventative 3) Work proactively to maintain an
approaches to ensure effective city centre appealing city centre environment
management

12. Review collaborative city centre management arrangements
13. Build on the achievement of the Purple Flag scheme

(This step is supported by Safer Newport and Strong Resilient
Communities)
14. Develop and deliver a Local Area Energy Plan
6) Support the development and consumption 4) Take action to respond to climate change
15. Develop and implement a Climate Strategy for the city
of local clean energy (local carbon economy) and protect our environment for the future
within PSB organisations and the city.

5) Support local prosperity and growth
focused on sustainability and fairness

(This step is supported by the Green & Safe Spaces and Sustainable
Travel interventions)
16. Implement Newport Economic Growth Strategy
17. Support community wealth building through local procurement
initiatives
18. Promote a circular economy
19. Lead Newport to become a Living Wage City
20. Promote a fair trading environment

(This step is supported by the Right Skills intervention)
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Members commented as follows:
Step 1


The proposed changes were clear, understandable and had deliverable milestones.

Step 2



Unsure of the word ‘cherish’ in the step, change to “proud of”.
Incorporate ‘choice’ into the step, as we want people to choose Newport as a place to live,
work, learn and visit?

Step 3





This step is about maintaining hygiene factors to a good standard rather than regeneration
projects. The focus should be on people having a “positive experience” of the city centre.
Noted that this is important for people living in the city centre, as well as working and
visiting.
Partnership working will be key in delivering this work, along with identifying where funding
will come from, given reduced budgets.
Important to promote the Purple Flag as we begin to reopen the city centre.

Step 4



The activity under this step is now more ambitions than the original step.
Climate Change is wider than just the environment. The activity should be about developing
mitigation and adaptation responses to the impacts of climate change, recognising that
climate change will affect our communities, the services we deliver, our assets, our
infrastructure and our environment.

Step 5


The Step should be clear about any growth being sustainable.

General – Mapping and rationalising delivery partnerships
The Board noted that there were a number of partnerships and groups engaged in activity connected
to this work and that there was potential for a lack of clarity regarding roles, which could impact
delivery. It was agreed to map existing groups and consider rationalising.
Taking account of the changes agreed by the Board the proposed new Steps are:

Revised Steps






Develop a sustainable city where people want to live, work and learn
Promote the city as a place to be proud of and where people choose
to live, work, learn and visit
Work proactively to ensure a positive city centre experience
Develop mitigation and adaptation responses to the impacts of
climate change
Support local prosperity, sustainable growth and fairness
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V: Next Steps

IV: Agreement by the PSB
The proposed changes will be submitted to the PSB for consideration on 8th June 2021.
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V: Next Steps

V: Summary of Agreed Changes
The proposed revised vision, steps and actions for the Newport Offer intervention are set out below:

Proposed New Vision: A proud and friendly city where people and places thrive now and in the future
Proposed Steps and Actions
Step 1: Develop a sustainable city where people want to live, work and learn
Short Term (0-5 years: 2018-23)









Medium Term (5-10 years: 2023-28)

Develop high quality places in line with the
Placemaking Wales Charter
Involve people in long term planning for the
city
Refresh and deliver the City Centre
Masterplan
Create a new leisure facility and college
campus in the city centre
Enhance and increase connected green
infrastructure across Newport, specifically in
the city centre.
Partners engage in creation of the Local
Development Plan, ensuring integration of
objectives and plans
Partners co-design community regeneration
schemes with local people and each other to
ensure involvement and integration.
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Ongoing delivery of the city centre
masterplan
Ongoing development of the Newport
offer in line with the vision for the city
and the Local Development Plan
Continue to involve local people and
communities in the development of
places
Continue to embed the principles of
the Placemaking Wales Charter place
development.

Long Term (10-25 years: 2028-43)







The number of people saying Newport
is a good place to live has increased
significantly.
The number of people saying Newport
has become a better place to live has
increased significantly.
People say there are good
opportunities to work and learn in
Newport.

Plan and deliver development schemes
that address future need and are in
line with the city’s vision.

V: Next Steps

Step 2: Promote the city as a place to be proud of and where people choose to live, work, learn and visit
Short Term (0-5 years: 2018-23)






Medium Term (5-10 years: 2023-28)

Communicate and engage with Newport
people to engender city pride, belonging and
cohesion,
Work with high profile, successful Newport
people to promote self-belief, confidence
and participation among citizens
Market the city for tourism, business growth
and investment
Use public events to showcase Newport’s
culture and diversity, promote participation
and support the economy






Continue to raise the profile of Newport
as a place people want to live, work, visit
and invest.
Continue working with local people to
promote city pride
Continue work to attract and grow
events in the city

Long Term (10-25 years: 2028-43)




The number of people who say they
are proud to come from Newport has
increased significantly.
Visitor numbers have increased.

Step 3: Work proactively to ensure a positive city centre experience
Short Term (0-5 years: 2018-23)



Medium Term (5-10 years: 2023-28)

Review collaborative city centre
management arrangements
Build on the achievement of the Purple Flag
scheme
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Ongoing partnership focus and
preventative approach to city centre
management

Long Term (10-25 years: 2028-43)



People feel safe in the city centre
People are proud of the city centre

V: Next Steps

Step 4: Develop mitigation and adaptation responses to the impacts of climate change
Short Term (0-5 years: 2018-23)



Medium Term (5-10 years: 2023-28)


Develop and deliver a Local Area Energy Plan
Develop and implement a Climate Strategy
for the city

Monitor progress and continue to
develop mitigation and adaptation
responses to the impacts of climate
change.

Long Term (10-25 years: 2028-43)



Newport has a lower carbon
economy
Air quality is good

Step 5: Support local prosperity, sustainable growth and fairness
Short Term (0-5 years: 2018-23)






Medium Term (5-10 years: 2023-28)

Implement Newport Economic Growth
Strategy
Support community wealth building
through local procurement initiatives
Promote a circular economy
Lead Newport to become a Living Wage
City
Promote a fair trading environment
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Continue to deliver and review Newport’s
Economic Growth Strategy
Continue to support local community
wealth building initiatives and the circular
economy
Continue to promote fair work practices

Long Term (10-25 years: 2028-43)




Newport has achieved growth in jobs,
wages and productivity in a lower
carbon economy
There are less economic
opportunities lost from the Gwent
region

V: Next Steps

Annex One
Residents’ Perceptions
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V: Next Steps

Residents’ Perceptions
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V: Next Steps
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V: Next Steps
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V: Next Steps

Newport Destinations Day – Suggested Visions

A city we are proud to
call home

Gritty, industrial and
honest city that thrives
on a strong community
sprit built on our
cultural heritage

A place where people
want to live, work,
invest, visit and learn

Newport, Wales’
gateway city, is an open,
welcoming, flourishing,
connected city

Prosperous, original,
warm and affluent city

A city of kindness

Businesses and
residents are proud of
their unique, diverse,
welcoming city
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Newport is a place
where culture, history
and leisure intertwine

V: Next Steps

Residents’ descriptions of Newport (Citizens Panel and bus Wi-Fi 2019)

City Business Summit (Celtic Manor 2018)
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V: Next Steps

Destination Day and BID meeting
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Annex Two
Covid 19 Community Engagement Sessions
As part of the Council’s Covid 19 Recovery programme, eight engagement sessions were held by Zoom
between the 24th and 28th of August 2020 with over 100 people attending the sessions. The sessions
covered the groups thought to be worst affected by Covid 19, which are – Black, Asian Minority Ethnic
communities, disabled people, LGBTQ people, Older people, Children and young people,
Refugees/Migrants/Asylum seekers and Welsh Speakers. Whilst the Council initiated these sessions
they were hosted by Newport Fairness Commission as trusted facilitators. The Police, Health, Fire and
Rescue, GAVO and other partners were also in attendance.
As would be expected during the pandemic much of the focus was on issues outside of the Newport
Offer remit e.g. impact of vulnerable groups and specific health, wellbeing, youth and social services
support needs, however the following points are relevant:. It is acknowledged that some of these issues
will be only be relevant to when Covid restrictions are in place:









Digital inclusion – there has been a rapid increase in the use of digital interactions and services
e.g. these engagement sessions were online. This was thought to be a generally positive
development which will probably be sustained; however, there was common concern across
the sessions that this would exclude people who lacked digital skills, access to IT devices or
decent internet connectivity. Access to public Wi-Fi was particularly raised as an issue for young
people and BAME communities and it was thought that those already most vulnerable would
be worst affected by digital exclusion.
Access to public services – some people with disabilities or language requirements needed to
contact public services or access information more regularly. Particular concerns were raised
about long ‘call waiting’ delays when contacting public services. It was suggested that the
Council could play a greater role in acting as a directory point for other services and support
organisations.
Built environment – disabled representatives in particular raised concerns about the directional
signage and barriers installed for Covid 19, which they thought were sometimes confusing, or in
themselves hazardous. They asked that Council officers monitor the use of signs and barriers
so that disabled people can confidently and safely get out and about as restrictions are lifted.
LGBTQ safe spaces – the LGBTQ community called for the creation of safe spaces for people to
socialise and access support, particularly for older LGBTQ people.
Welsh language – it was suggested that more Welsh language activities would benefit the city
e.g. integrating Welsh into sports and finding ways to engage school leavers to ensure they
continue to use their welsh skills.
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